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The for.^.ula i.h.p. = Og ^' ^'r) ~
^-s ^'A^ ^'^cni ( avMbols
dofinod below) de'nnnstrates tha relation betweer. the Indicated
>:orso-r^orfer of t'e two stroke eniTlne and the enr- ine operating
variables,
/De r scavon'^lnfr density: air density at Irilyt teriperature
and exhaust pressure - Ibs/l't-^
K 2 Power strokes per ninute
Vj) - displacement volume - piston area x stroke in ft3
r 2 coj'ipre salon ratio - i^on dimensional
r/n - Iba fuel/lbs air - based on air retained In the
cylinder - fuel-'air ratio
Ej, 2 Heatinr; value of fuol - btu/lb fuel - 13,900 -^^or
100 octane
'[i - Overall iniicated thermal efficiency - non dinenaional
i.h.p, z indicated horsepower of two stroke online
e- la defined a3s
the ratio
r
air retainod in cyl. in Ibs/nin
K V,. r (Air^ of r'eneitT n , required to
T^T fill cylinder in' Ibs/nln.)
and is known as scevenr'inc efficiency,
ii„ is defined as i-
the ratio ai r supplied to en/rine, in Ibs/min
/^' ^ 1^
5.no Is kiiovm. as scaven.s'.inr, ratio.
It can be seen fro.-n the above information that, all other
variables beinr* ecual, the Ihp of the two stroJ^o is proportional




The object of this thoois has been to establish conparatlve
infomation on the accuracy of four accredited methods for
neasurin./;^ this quantity.
A corollar^T" to the main v7ork was the desirn and tost of a
samplin'^ chock valvo. The p'eneral charactoriotics of the valve
ware su^f^osted b^'- Profs, A, R, Hozowski and C, P. Taylor» Pig".
XIX shows photor.raphs of completed desi.^n. The nathods were
run simultaneouBlv on an engine in steady state conditions, de-
finin-^ four curves (one par method) for each speed run. Hunfl
were m&d-j at 1000 and li|.00 RPI.', and at each spoed, Rg was varied
from 1,0 to 1,8, in six steps, Tho online' used in the evalua-
tion was a sinrlo cylinder two-stroke, loop-scavonged spark lF:ni-
tion, Waukesha CFfl type,
Tho cylinder Is an M,I,T. de3i,c^n, for two stroke opsration
mounted on the Waukesha CFR crankoase. Briefly, the methods
©iTiployed were as follows
:
Tracer Pas Method - Hereafter known as Ilethod I,
Monomethylanine f^as was injected into tho inlet air stream,
giving concentrations of from 1 to 2/o by volu^no, of nonomethyla-
mine. The nononethylarndne rras in the air retained in the cylinder
dissociated in the combustion charibcr, under t}i© heat of burning
while r-as In bypassed air rernains unaffected, 3y neaaurinf; the
concentrations of monotnethylamine in the Inlot and oxhaust
streanis, direct neasures of the ratio of the air.ount of air enter-
ing engine, to the air not retained in cylinder were obtained.
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Application of corrections for burnin^^ efficiency and shrink*
age, anc! use of calci'latlons as outlined by Sc'iweitser and
DoLuca in NACA Tecliiiical Wotes /y'838 led to deteminatlon of Og,
Details of procedure and calculatilon in Appendix A,
Gas Analysis of Compression and Expansion Samples - r>^ethod II ,
A samplinr;" valve capable of drawing satnples frorr. any point
in the cycle was used in conjunction with an Orsat analysis, to
analyze a compression, and an ©xpanalon sanpla. The Cox valvo
sed for sampling occupied 8 and 11 degrees crank angle at
spoeds of 1000 and iJ^OO RPM, respectively, fro:a "start of open,"
to "fully closed," An oxji^gen content balance was used, with
straightforward wei;*ht calculations, to evaluate Og. The 'lerrish
and Keens cliart and the D'Alleva and Lovell clmrt of "Analysis
of Exhaust uaees of l^. stroke En}Tine"were used to evaluate
molecular weight of residuals. Isontropic expansion and com-
pression were assuiaod in the re^^ion of port openings on expan-
sion tl'irouf'h the early part of compression, for the evaluation
of temperatures accompanying samples. An arbitrary ^OO^P ternpera-
ture drop duo to "blowdown" heat exchange was assuvned. Ssunplss
for all runs were drawn at crank angles of 111° (Just prior to
opening of exhaust ports) and 309° (about 60° after exhaust ports
close, on corapreasion stroke).
Details of procedure and calculations in Appendix A.
G-aa Analysis of Sxpanaion Sar.iple - Method III .
The results of analysis of the residual cas sample described
in Method II were usod to establish a vertical lino on each of

h .
the tTo i:I:xhaust Gaa Anol^sis Chart)!',, Tie ordlnatos of the
charts isrere ",» by volume" of tho elenents and compounds in
in residual r^asos plotted arainet fuel-air ratio as abscissae.
The fuel-air ratios defiiod by the vertical linen established
as above, were used as the fuel-air ratio, under the particular
conditions, and a single calculation produced Og. Details in
Appendix A,
laac ?/iethod (Indicated specific air consunptlon) - Itlsthod IV.
Sloan Laboratory :nade available a If-stroke CFR typo single-
cylinder spark irr;nition en/?ine of the same bore and stroke as
t^ie two-stroke used in the thesia. This L -stroke ent^^ine was
run at tho saj-:'3 piston spood, Jacket water outlet teciperature,
inlet air temperature, and con.presr;ion ratio as the two stroke,
for speeds of ll^OO and lOOC R??>', Best power fuel-air ratio was
used (.OyS), Indicator cards, and air and fuel data vvere taken,
Coinpariaon of the 2 stroke and I4. stroke data in conjunction with
corrections applied on a calculated basis r^ave an approxima-
tion of the indicated specific air consumption of the two stroke
onr^inc. This flrrure corbined with the i.h.p, as talren fro.ti the
two-stroke card yielded "air retained," thenco e^. Details in
Appendix A,
T" e saraplln;,: chock valve was tested to det3r.-iine its suita-
bility RE an alternative for tho electrically operated timed sar.-
pling valve, as used in Methods II and III, It was inounted in
the exhaust ports as shown in Fig. XIV, and could be used to take




The Waukesha online used In this work was run at best
powor sottinr^s for the particular oporatlnp; co-idltions, Ti\iQ
was done for two reasons; First, it porraittod the use of the
laac ilethod which requires comparison of 2-stroke and lj.-stroke
engines at, or near, best ]X)wer donditlons, and second, be-
cause the operation of the Waukesha was steady at best power
conditions.
Hosulta
Snooth curves of e_ vg H^ were obtained fro-; Methods II,
III, and IV over the ran;^e Rg s 1.0 to R^ z 1«B at sp'Teds of
lOOC and ll;00 Hi"^!, The curves of e„ vs H^ for Iw'ethod I were the
s S
least predictable fro'i results obtained. r4ethod I v.'as the nost
troublesome of all used, and any eatir.ate of its value must bo
qualified. These qualifications are enlarr^ed on, in appropriate
sections.
The early tracer gas method results were extremely bad,
duo to bumln.': and disBocintlon of nonomotl ylaniine outside
cylinder, and loss of mononethyla-Tiine to condensation liquids
in exhaust tank. It was Tiot until a riethod was devised of
pickinr up the G:<:haust stream sanples Just outside the ports,
that tracer i-^ae i.iethod resL.lts inproved. The first pas sanplee
taken with the Cox sampler ravo erratic results. After a systoLi
was sot up for constantly checklnr the valve for the sriallest
leak, results steadied down. Technique improveraont on the Craat
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raa aralysls equlpanent lod to reliablo resiilts soon after first
runs wero nade. f.'ethod3 IX and III were both extror.ioly sensi-
tive to the Orsat analysis results
•
Tiie final curves of e^ vs R^ showed surprisingly small
discrepancies air.on?* the methods. The differences between the
results of any two n«»thods in e„ at the sanio R„ on the curves3 S
were ne'^fir nore than .061 and averaged close to .Olf, The curves
exhibited similar tendencies in slope, curvature, and inter-
section. At Rg n 1,0, curves of ll^OO R?U intersected curves
of 1000 RFM, for Methods I, II, and III. Above R3 s 1.0, l)|.00
RPM curves sh.owed higher absolute values of e tlian 1000 HPM
curves. Taking any sln<7le curve (1000 or ikOO RP:') tha "Spreads"
in e found by :naaklm7: successive runs at a single operatin,^ con-
dition (vertical "spread") vms (a) for Method I, about .10 (b)
for Method II, about .05, (c) for I^^othod III about 2,i», (d) no
"spread" was neasured in 'tiethod IV since only one run was made
or calculated at each condition.
Kote that tJie resrilts obtained In throe of the four methods
depend directly or indirectly- on the performance and location
of the tined samplins: valve. This effect can be evaluated In
sarrjple calculation sections.
The results of the various methods compared more favorably
with each other, than expected by the authors. Data fifrures
produced the res\!lts toward which all estimates, and previous
results polntcid. In order to got what wer*> considered rood
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results, nunarous check runs were made. The resvilts of the
chock runs were always an lnprove:nent, Indicatlnr that lack
of procislon in earlie^r runs was almost entirely due to either
faulty technique, or, in the case of Method! II and III, sraall
leakai^o in the aarapling valvo. The assunptiona made at various
ateps in the methods were arbitrary, and in some cases were
almost matters of individual opinion, but the ond results were
satisfactory nonetheless, for the effects of the assujnptlons
were' small, and they served the purpose of permitting the
^r-eti^oda to be evaluated, using simple, rapid calculations.
The saripllng check valve tested successfully for five hours
running tl.T.e# It ,r;ave the most satisfactory r^as analysis re-
sults, ysirir. the Orcat equipment, and on the basis of those
results, surpassed the timed sair.pling valve. At the erid of
five hours time, it stopped operatin,'^, and examination revealed
that it had cloggad with residue from exhaust gases. Enough
values for one e^ vs R curve, at 1000 RPM were obtained. TimeS3
precluded further investigation,
ConclusionB
The one solid conclusion that can be drawn from thl« work
is that all the methods will give the sair:o quantitative answer
within 10 percent "precision," where "precision" is used to
describe a variation, and not absolute values,
Havinf; drawn this conclusion, facts pertinent to the ad-
vantajres or disadvantages of each method may be added to permit
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evaluation by interested parties.
For overall use, precision, spoed , facility, sL-nplicity,
etc.. Method III is chosen as Tnost satisfactory.
The necessity for an oxpenslvo, bulky, conplicated sanpling
valvo, and the slow Oraat analysis equipment is the only de-
traction from this choice,
Method II f^ave good results but de!nands tine, several
ciinbersorao calculations and the use of an Orsat and aaiupling
valve o The valve used in these runs and in Jaethod III is ex-
pensive, and extrej.iely sensitive to s:nall leakage,
Kethod I p.ave acceptable results over a ranre fron R- a 1.2
to Rg r I.65. At R e 1.0 and R « 1,80, vmexplained poor results
wera obtained. This m©t>:od gave the tftost erratic values of e^.
The adaptation of this method to spark l^^nitlon enpilnes requires
a rrioro coraplGto trial than this program devoted to the subject.
It is felt that the method lias merit, and can be made reliable.
Method IV j^rave the most satisfactory results on a basis of
precision, and a sir.ooth e_ vs R„ curve. The necessity for a
comparable Ij. stroke engine in addition to the 2 stroke being
examined, and for indicatinr: equipment limits its use to properly
equipped laboratories, it is tinie-consuimin,::^ and cunbersone be-
cause of indicator card requirenents.
The sampling check valve, of the type tested, will make an
acceptable substitute for the expensive, complicated, rlectrically





chan.^es are required to offset cloirr,inp, of valve, amd further
testing soama well worthwhile,
Keco:nnendatlon8
A, For future work In this diroctlon. It la roconunonded
tliat nn invostlr;;ation be nade of the practicability of Injecting
into the cylindor, after the ports have closed on the comprossion
stroke, an inert substance which is (1) not contained in reaid-
uals or fresh charge in any quantity, (2) not decomposod by
ca-nbustion temperatures, (3) ^ay be accurately measured for its
concentration in the exhaust stream by oome metiiod perha'pe simi-
IfiLT to the tracer r.as concentration noasurement , and (Ij.) lends
itself to injection ap:ainst about 600 psia,
B» It is also rGcoir.:r;GndGd that technique in handling and
fa.^iliarity with the type of equipment uced to evaluate o^ by
those various methods be lii.c^hly developed prior to coirimencing
runs for data*
C, Additional work on the tracer gas method, as applied
to reliability in use with spark-ignition enginos, is indicated,
D. The sampling check valve should be tested further, and
its desir;n changed, as tests indicate, to render it servicoabl©
over lon[;j periods of oporatio-n.
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IKTKCDUCTION MiD (JlliimkL PHOCEDURE
The iraportance of scaven.^lng officlency has Incroased In
tho past few yoara, ivith ths increasinr use of t^ie 2 stroka
engine. The difficulty presented is the Igick of positive,
accurate, simple laeana of d0tsr:nlnincf the quantity for various
R , Dlfforont mathods hav3 been devised in an effort to solve
s
the problem. To the best of the Icnowledge of tho authors, a
chosen few of these mot^iodo have never been coinpared simul-
taneously, on the ao^ne on^^lne, under the sene operating condi-
tions. This in substance, is what this thesis has attempted to
do. Pig. I is a diar^ranmatic skotch of the entire equipnont
concerned with the four n^-^ti.ods, and rives a general picture
of how tho work was done.
Since tho "coinplote rnlxin/T;" curve of Og vs Rg was the only
established Reference curve, it will bo used as a reference to
perait relative evaluation of the results, and is included In
all curves as such a reference.
The four nethods chosen were (1) The Tracer Gas Method,
(2) The Gas Analysis of compression and expansion sa^^plos, (3)
•The uas Analysis of expansion samples only and (I4.) The I.S.A.C.
Method (Indicated Specific Air Consumption) referred to here-
after as Briethods I thru IV respectively.
The Entwine
A sin,rle cylinder 3t x liJ" modified ?/aukesha, Ci'l.\ two stroke,




Fig. XV shows the tirainr, c'.la''-rflu',i of the porting'' and injec-
tion events.
Air inlet stream was carofull^r controllod hj a standard
orific© meter, rai^'ulator valves, an:! >Vatar Manometor, Inlet
temperature was maintained thoni Variac-controlled heater ele-
ments. Inlet temperature for all runs was llO^P.
Exhaust pressure was measured by manometer, on the exhaust
tank, and ran^ied fro.n .2 to
.li inches of mercury.
Spark advance was controlled by neon flash on a graduated
dial.
P'uel was metered thiru a rota^neter to a Bosch injection
pump,
ti'ith the decision to run at, or near best power conditions.
It was necessary to obtain curves of best power Information to
porniit settin,:^ the enp'ine in a conslstont manner. This was done
by sottin;:!: a scavenging ratio and speed on the en-rine, and re-
ducing the fuel rate until the enrine barely perform«*d steadily.
At the fijol settinc^, the spark advance was varied from 30^' to
O-', and Brake load readin.frs noted on the hydraulic scale rianometer.
The fiiel was increased by an increment on tho rotameter and the
procesF repeated, and so on, until enrine started mlsflin- due
to excess fuel. For each increr/ient on th.e rotaneter, a plot
of brake load versus spark advance rrave a peak point of brake
load. A plot of bralc© load "peaks" asrainst fuel rate eavo
best pcTfor point fuel rate and spark advance. This process.
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repeated 5 to 6 tiT.i>3S for each spaed, for varyinr; H , .:*ave host
power curves wltli sufficient Lnfomation to set the An^ino at,
or near, bost power for all coaditiona needed . Those curves
have boen turned over to Sloan Laboratory for uso 'crlth th»3 ongine,
Tlnod Sanpllnp; Valve
The valvQ used to draw sa^nples for the gas analyses was
the pres sure eler.ent oV a Cox Type VI Direct Pressure Indicator.
Phasing of sar.plc extractions was accomplished using the phasing
oquiprnent which is ordinarily part of the direct prosatir© indi-
cator. The valve was solenoid-oporated, by oondonser dischJirg©
and opened a;;^alnst a epring. It started opening, and closed
fully in 6 cranio angle de^^rees at 1000 RFM, and in 11 crank
aniTlo degrees at ll|00 RFM, according to teats run by Cox Co.
Tests by Cox Co. also found that a pressure gauge in the samplin^^
system read the pressure in the cylinder at the point in the
cycle at which the valve c<anpleted its closing motion. A
reasonable check of this value was obtained by comparison of
values on the pressure gauge, in sampling system, with predicted
pressures taJ^en fron indicator diaf:^ranis. The position of the
valvo in the engine head, and in the overall layout raay be seen
in Figs. I and XIV.
The Tracer Gas System
The flow of rrionotnethylamina gaa from the gaa bottle into
the inlet air stream was controlled by a wator laanometer across
an orifice plate. Diameter of the orifice was .0I4.I inches, and
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calibration of t!ie orifice was acconpllshed by varjin.-r; mano-
metor readlnc*a and measuring inlot concentratlona* Samples
wore drawn thru perforated collector tubes in the inlet and
exhaust streans, and bubbled thru a solution of K2SO], , colored
with 3 or li. drops of modified methyl red Ijfidicator, thence tliru
a wet gas meter, to a 3ur~s tank, uaini?; a water aspirator.
Since only one .'^as meter was available, inlet and exhaust
samples were taken separately, ?Joutraliaation of the Indicated
H^SOj
, by monomethylamine was signalled by a change in color
of the bubbler solution from purple to clear wator color. Fur-
ther addition of methylaiaino ttirnod solution bright rroen, in-
dicating; a basic solution. Titration burettes (2) completed
the necessary equipment for deteiminlnc; the exact point at which
neutralisation occurred, A step-by-step procedure is included
in Appendix A, •
The Gas Analvsis Svstem
Sanples at a chosen point in the engine cycle were passed
froiT. sanpling systera piping into a standard Orsat by displac-
ing 100 cc of saturated salt solution, COp* Op, and CO, in
the sample were removed in that order, by KOH, Oxorbent and
Cosorbent (the latter two by Burrell 3: Co.) solutions respectively,




n;ilSLL'ri^v li..'i^ .J". !jG1 'fjol CU
Fi^':U!r3s II tltru IX arc the raacter .rv.rves of 63 vs Kg nb-
tainod Trori, tlie data points sliown on eaci; ahoet, Tr.e T)o'.nbs
Joaignatod by (p on all cMrvQz indlcato t'^at ti^elr* lac:: of
precision is due to lacl: of tocinicus, an.1 all tl.ose points v;*ere
tal!or.. prior to April 6, 19^i.9» Points on Rurvos of T.*et!:or!g II
aid III doalraatod by A Inc.lcato that: t:\oIr lack cC precision
is due to snail laaka--!;Q in the Cox sarriplin.,;* valvo, T^ is valvo
is constructed so that cylinclor presf^ure tends t:> opon it, against
a spring: force. The rr\out r-lni'te failure of tl'Thtness bfttwaon
else and seat, in the valvo resulted in sufficieiit loclcR'^e to
noticeably affect results. Vnexnlalneu 'loviat I.ons from the
'orepondsrance of results are desir^nato'l by p^ on all curves.
The ir.acter curves are co-^ibined by speeds in ri:'{S. X and.
XI, by -]Othod, in Pir;. aH.
Table I is a rjjjnerical comparison of curve values of eg at
rerulav Increment of B.q over tho raa^e fron Rg - 1.0 to Kg s 1.'3,
Fror.L this table the co-'parison of absolutv) valuoa, and p^^rcenta. ;e
variation on the specif iG<] basis, can be se^-n at a ';^la-;ca, listed
ar.ainpt sneed and ncti'.od. All curves eTrhibit a narrorinr of tho
•-^ap ber.;vQon a'.jsolute values of eg at lliOC an. J 1000 HPL- Br. ag ;:e-
creasos from 1,80 to 1.00, I'or this particular '5::.-ine. i/ethods
II and III nV'OW an interteotion or joininr of the bv/o curven at
Rq z 1.00, while :U)tho-s 1 an-; IV ?-ow an i^viinent interS'-ction
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or joinin--*: at R. = 1.00. Tho slopes of tho cin*\'-GS of all
.othods, for a particular speed, are very nearly the sar.e
ot all pol'.ts, and bear a narked resoinblanco to the slopes of
the complete nixinr. curve at the same point. There seens to
be no doubt that e is greater, for this enjrlno, at li;00 R?iil
than at 1000 RPJ;, over the ran-:e R r 1,0 to R^ r 1.6.
Table II lists the authors* ovaluationo of i-ind infoma-
tion on, the four mothods ualnc; a few chosen criteria that
appear to be factors in choosing the method r:iost suitable for
use under varloua conditions. Table II in section on C(5nclusions.
Pig, XIII is the sin.!/le curve of the roaulta of the sampling
check valve tests. The curve is Jud^'^8d to be /^ood, as far as
it 'roos, Ko ODnortunity to obtain estinates on precision, or
to increase the nunber of points on the curve, was available.
Since three of the four methods depend on sa^r.plinr; valve
perforKiance cm an exparision sample it follows that if the
electrically timed sainpler was replaced by the check valve
saiTToler, the results would differ generally as the ga.s analy-
sis, result inr; from the performances of the two valves, dif-
fered. This differonce in e„ vs H curves, would be direct
s s -
relations between fuel-air ratios found by rospoctivo r^&s
analyses, in Methods III and IV, The effect on Method II is
J
Hiore obscure. F'or purposoa of illustration, a curve of
' e„ vs R , at 1000 RPM for Method IV has been modified by theS B
ratio of (F/a) usinr tined nanpler to (F/A) usinr; sainplinp chock
valve, end placed on Pig. XIII for comparison with 1000 RPU
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Tabic II su3trr.iarl".a3 the conclTisions and evaluations of the
four methoaa, with tabular inxormation on varlouG aspects of
the probleni. for each method. This section will be devoted to
enlarging on pertinent points in the table, and to the conclu-
sions drawn regarding the aar'.pllns;; check valve.
Method I
The titration process involved in the use of tracer ras
evaluation of Og is one of the n:ov©rnlnr' factors in accuracy,
and rrrast be done with ejctreme care. The- location and typo of
sarTirle collector used with the method is another factor of ex-
trene importance in results obtained. Tlio assur.ptiona required
are valid, and the figures for these correction factors as
reconmonded in KACA Tech. Kotos #838 are realistic. The erratic
character of rrieasuremonts of e^ are unexplained in some cases,
and attributable to lack of tecimique in others. Control
methods for the use of tracer gas are important, and irrust be of
an accurate nature. The volume of the H230j!^ used in bubblers,
affected the result. C-enorally, tho larger t})e volume of H2SO1,
the better the result. This factor must be balanced against
the tine consurved in neutralization of the H2SO1. by the nono-
methylaiTiine gas.
In its present condition, this method is United in its
scope, and development is required before it will be satisfactory
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enough to be used, wltliout rosarvatlon, on any on{-;in©, the
oxhaust ctreaii of which, has a ta.iperaturo o!' about OOO F,
or higher. Indications aro, that tho accaptance of this
!neti;od, in its proaont ota.i?e of dovolopriont , as achieved in
this work, would involve an individual problem of adQr)tation
to a particular engine, B.nd a neans of comparing results to a
dependable source, or calculations,
Method II
Method II is an unwieldy, cuiibersomo rriothod in co:npari-
son with the other three. The extraction of two samples for
each run, with an Oraat analysis of each is tedious work. The
method is weakened irtiraed lately by the large niunber of asGunip-
ticns required, althou.j^h the results, wlilch are cood, do not
reflect this weakness. One of the big disadvantar^es of the
net>iod is the lar.?:s amount of time consumed in operation, Ttie
sensitivity of the sam.pliri;~ valve to lenkage lias a larp;e effect
on results obtained. Therefore, the preferred type of samplinfi;
valve is one which tends to close when eutposed to cylinder
pressure, Tlie Orsat analyzer for flue /raises appears to be
completely satisfactory for this type of work.
In the face of results obtained usln??: Kothods I, III, and
IV, Method II is adjudged least desirable of all inethcds.
Method III
As the preferred method, this procedure has as a sola cis-
advantaf!;e, the necessity for dopondonce on t?ie perfomance of
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the sampling valvo, the dependability of the gas analysis
charts, end the ©5:tractlon of a representative aainple; Its
advantacee outweigh this, however, since it ^Ivos precise,
accurate, quick results. Calculations aro direct and sinple,
A good aamplinrx valve, properly located, would provide tVid
c
answer to any weakness in the *nethod. The sampling check valve
tested in this work appears to be a step in this direction.
Vary satisfactory results were obtained.
Method IV
The curves of e^ vs Rg obtained usinrr this nothod ware
the most accurate of all results. No check runs were required
or nado, hence no inforiiiation on duplication of results is
available. With necessary equipment available, i.e. a li stroke
engine "comparable" to tha 2 stroke beinj; examined, and in-
dieatinj^ equipment, the method is desirable of use. The pro-
cedure is unwieldy, tedious, and time-consuming. Generally
speakin;^, the method is very satisfactory on a basis of re-
sults obtained, but practical requirerients limit the availability
and desirability of the procedure,
Samplinr; Check Valve
Since only five hours operation were recorded on this
valve, no positive stato--r.ent of its worth can be made. The
operation of the valve was sufficiently satisfactory, during the
five-hour period to permit a positive conclusion to be drawn,
i.e. that further work wltli this valve, or a similar desif^n is
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definitely Indicated, The tost was termlriGted ^^ecause the valve
clocn®''^* ^^^ ceased to operate, r.iodifIcatlons of desip:n covld
alleviatG this condition. Fl--. XIII aids tlio contontioii that
the valve is worthy of fui'tlier work. The ulti;nat-3 elimination
of the ordinary complicated, bulky, tiraad sampler, in favor of
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The assumption that perpetuation of this type of work is
desirable indicates threo paths alon,^ which efforts should be
directed. The first of these is the development of a method
for moasurinr, ©g, which, in /general, would consist of injection,
in Icnown amounts, into the cylinder of a 2 stroke onjrine, after
the ports hava closed, an elenont or compound which could be
identified quantitatively in the exhaust streaia. Obvious re-
qiiircments for such a materiial, that r^resent thanaelvea are:
(1) It must not bo oresent in the Tjroducts of combustion or
In the fresh charr^o in any quantity (2) It must Liaintain its
Identity under combustion toiaperatures (3) Accurate measurement
of its presence in the exhaust stream must be possible and
facile, and (I|.) It must lend Itself to accurate injection
against about 600 psi.
The problen outlined above is one of a che?nlcal and prac-
tical nature. Helium su^^'rests it .self as a choice for itena (1)
and (2), above, JIo further examination; of the problem will be
made.
The second subject for further work is the tracer ras
inet}iod. The results obtained between the end points on the
®s ^^ ^s ®^^"^® ^^'^ quite acceptable. The poor results obtained
consistently at the end points are unexplained. There is room
for improvement and variation in (1) The type of scunple collector
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tubin,-; used (2) Its location, and (3) Control motliods used.
The ideas behind the riBthod are sound, and worth an effort in
th© direction of practical improv9nont.
The further devolopr.ent of the eanpling chock valve is the
third direction in which nore investigation Ib considered worthy.
The only fault to be found with the saripling chock valve used
is its tendency to clon; with foroif^n matter, and cease operatin«^.
In order to enter the valve a single piece of foreign matter had
to be leas than I/16" in any dirafenalon, Onoe ineld© the valve
however, the flow thru the valve seat was split four ways thru
apertures 1/2 the diameter of the entrance. Thus tho particle
which passed the entrance orifice, may or may not " have con-
tinued along the lino. If further testing of this valve points
up the failure due to clop;f:/lng, It is recommended that a design
be used that will make the entrance orifice of the valve the
smallest rer.triction in the system from cylinder to Orsat equlp-
nent. The size of the valve used in this work was restricted
only by the size of the exhaust port of the engine.
As a general recommendation, it is felt that thorouic^h
fa^niiliarity with technique involved in these nethods should be




Detailed Procedure and Sa.nplo Calculations
This aection will be davoted to a short description or the
engine used, and its peculiarities, followed by a atop-by-step
detailed doscrintion of each mothod in succession. A typical
data run will be chosen, tho en,'*lne conditions specified, and
the comrrients on each method will bo acconpanlftd, or followed
by, a set of sai'.ple calculations.
• The Engine
Opor at ion of tho engine was found to be unsatisfactory for
the purposes of tliis work when a sin.f^le spark plu^^: located neer
the center of the head, was used, AccordiniTjly, an adc?itlonal
ignition system to a sice plur was added, and perfcnnance frow
then on was suitable. Injection took place from a nozzle
placed near the center of the head. The samplinc.^ valve was
placed ayrunetrlcally with the additional side spark plur:. De-
tails of the location of plugs, injector and sampling; valves may
be seen in Pig. XIV.
Excellent control of air inlot temperature was obtained
by mounting a "Variac " in series with the heater element in
inlet pipln;^ Inlet air temp was measured by nercury thermome-
ter in inlet air mixing tank. Exhaust stroam pressure v/aa re-
corded by mercury manoraetar on the exhaust coolinfT and sur^.e
tank. See Fig. XV for dia?;^ram of port G^.d infection tii.iing.
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Spark plucs used were 3G Aviation Spark P1u/^e #15?7# and rave
steadj flrin^:, v/ith the dual Isjinitlon system. It is to ba
noted that while the en.'^lne ran .fairlj str^adily at optiwum
38t tines for a certain condition of Rg ^^^ speed, usin?^ the
head pluf: alone, any departure from optiraum settings caused
prohibitive misfirinf^, and Lindar no conditions coiald anything
but spasmodic firlnr; be obtained using the side plug alone.
The simultaneous use of the head and side plugs resulted in
steady firing over a roasonably larre variation from optinum
settings, Pucl rate was controlled by rota-meter betreen
supply EJid injection pump.
Enp:ixie Set -Up
For the purposes of sanple calculations, a run
made at Rg s l.i|. and ikOC R?M will be used in conjunction with
method I, II, and III.
Kn;:?ine Conditions
N « ll^OO nm P atnospheric r 29.5" Kg r r 6.72
Rg s 1.1|0 01 inlet air » 110°P T^ s Outlet jacket
wat^^r termora-
turo r 195 "^P
for all runs.
•
p Air delivery rate ^-'a i«t
N Vn _Z




3 JJ V^ ^ = .03375 ^^^ l^^^^^^lL , }^ :: rp^n
r-1
^i ""iin
Pq r inches H/^
?or the 30 ccn'-litlr..ns 3 '- V]j r- . 2 '''' I'^'S g-^^" T^ -
-TO'-'R
For Rg = 1.I-, Ma-^. . l.[. x 2.1|G :: 3.1^7 lilisaii:
Air flow was sot by standard orifice rnoter, re.-'ijlators, p~n6
water .Tian.oraetor, I'^jcl rato and spark advance wero taken from
:iest pov7or curvoc as detor:riinGd previor.sly. ?\-:el rate -
.00223 lbs fuel/aec. Srark advance - 15.5^^. T'tis conploted
the setup of t]\e onrM.ne for a part1.culR" run.
Method I - fteferenoe w'/iCA Tech I-^otcs ?f''"3^^> by 3c}iw?,itzer
ind DeLuca. Sec Pi-;, I for qenei'al sotiio,
S:,Tibols
loonome thylo: : ino CH o'^Kp
Sulphuric Acid H2S0r
Sodlun Hydroxide NaCH
(-N) = norrriality solution
:^ {.llV/Vi^SOi^ r .1 norr.mlity solution of H2S0t
/: - woirht' of CH3I:H2 in lbs.
^HoSOi^ = ^'lolocular wt. H2S0|^ r 98
^H3NH2 s ^.olecular v?t, CH3KH2 r 31
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X.^, s Volii:io of (^tOHoSOr used in aa'-ple in c.c.
X^^ - X«« oorracted to end point cf neutralization
Ycc = ^^ol» of NaOn used to find ©nd poiat In r.c.
V_ s volume passed thru f^asmeter durin': a ra-iplo exti'nctlon * ft-^
-J
T- s Temoerature of sa.7i-Dle paasinir thru rnotcr - ^R
P,, s Presaviro of samrlo passing thru rieter - ^ . 3^
P atnosphere
The basis on which the riGthod is usod successfully i3 that
CH^Kn2, If bubbled throuf^h a solution of K2S0r will tand to
neutralize it. If tho H230i_ solution is colored by an or::anic
indicator, the passa-^e of the solution from acid to neutral to
base will be si^^nalled by a change fron, in this case, purple
to clear watr.r color to rreen. An equation r.ay bo set up:
Mols s i^olfi
Wei.':ht of lipSO| in sample solution
At neutralization:! *
Mol. wt. of H^SOi
Wt. of CH^ra2
.III
.-^.iwi- W .! —1^ ^—^l— .IW .—
Mol. wt. of Gll^im^
ilquivalent weir^ht cf H2SO1 - lj.9
. (_N) in gn/cc1^9
X 10*^ L")^^22%. W
98 31
(. 11210 HgSOjj^ was used,
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If X-jj is voluino of -^2^0i solution sariole of r.omallty (_',),
W . (31 X ^ X 10-3) (J,) (y ) X -L. = lbs.
Concentration in inlet air s E , 3.'-2 • 10
-^'^iCcorr
air TTTTOT^ • fI ^2
Concentration of inlet alp a .96'i *
^cc * '^^corr ^
(1)
^g
Mononothylamine is laetered into the Inlet air stroan by use of
a ^nanoneter across an orifice (The .Oiil" orifice drov was found
to be from 6 to li.5 inches HojO Tor satisfactory concentrations).
This r;G3 r.ixes with the inlet air stream, and passes into the
engine. Sorrie passes thru the enr^inei in bypassed air, and some
! dissociates in the coi.ibustlon process within the cylinder.
Samples are dravm thru bubblers and the ga« neter, at a point
in inlet and exhaust streajis. The tracer gas in these sa^^ples
neutralizes the acid in the bubblers. The end point of neu-
tralization was calculated as follows: lOcc of ( .1121i)H230|,
in distilled water was placed in the bubbler. The air + CIUMITg
sample was drawn from the inlot stream thru the bubbler for Rbout
10 mins. until the purple solution neutralized arid turned .^roen,
indicating, base. Tiie sar^ple is thus taken. ]^ cc of ( .11211 )H2Sv:'j«
was added by burette and neutralized with Y^^ of (.lOQlONaOH





For this run, X^^ 10 k.l Y^^j » );..l
•'•
'"^cc =
l^*^ - (•97l;.)(I;.l) « 10*1 cc for inlot
corr • ' - sampl©
Inlet concentration - (.961j.)* (iQ.l^ * (»$^3)UlO )
.37
s .Oil], s lA^ ^7 weight
The procedure was repeated for the exhaust sample » using 10 cc
( ,11210 H2S0i^, When solution turned green, sample was completed
and end point detormined In the same manner as for inlet sample.
Exhaust sample takes about 15 min.
Results were X^^ = lli-.O X^^ r 3-3 X^,^ s 1C.8
corr
V r .6^0 ft^ T s 7k'^^ z 53l|.^R
Atihls point, the concentration of the o3chaust sample could
bo found, as in inlet aanple, but this is not necessary. Con-
centration of inlet samples were calculated aa a means of con-
tinuous calibration of the tracer gas orifice. Except for small
effects, known as "burniniT efficiency,** and "ahrinkaj!:e factor,"
to be discussed further along, it can easily be shown that the
ratio of the concentrations in inlet and exhaust samples lo also
the ratio of "air delivered" to "air not retained "in cylinder.
Thus, if 3 lbs of air flows into enjr^ine carrying .1 lbs of tracer
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--as, and 2 lbs of air are ratainsd, an»l 1 lb pasaos thru, the
rixhaust streai^i passes 3 lbs of air and residuals, but 2/3 of
the nononethylanlne is lost in coitibufitlon, honce the cor.centra-
tion of the exhaust stream Is «Q333 as opposed to ,1'^iQ In the3^ 3




If C( 2 ratio of oxhauat concontration to inlet concentration
From (1), exhaust concontration i CC - \ ""corr '-> )




(C ' °^corr g^exh . ^^g^inlet t^\
^ ^^corrC) inlet ^^g'exhauat
oC Also - Air not i^etainod - Air delivered -> Air retained
Air delivered Air ilolivered
/. CX - 1 - ^}^, retained , i . p whore P - retention ratio
r : ^'As
. . r = 1 -oc (3)
This would be the solution of the problem, since we know the air
delivered to the en-^ino, 'twere it not for the fact that despite
tho hifsh conbustion temperatures, all the tracor gas, in the
C3'lindor, in the nir retained, doaa not dissociate durinc^
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cOinbListlon. Tho corractlor. factor is Imowi aa biirnlrit'T offlcisncy,
e^. KACA Tech, ITotos #^38 rocomnond a x'aluo of .96 for &]^, and
this fi^^ure v/aa used. In addition, tho volumes of the inlot
and 93(hau5t atraeTis arc not equal di:^ tc t!-'^ cor.bustion proccsss,
tho correction for which was introdv.cod iis a shrlnkar^e factor, s.
V
NAGA Tech Notes #836 c^ava cuvycs of "s" versus F/A for Diesel
fuels. These curves wex^e e:rtrapolated end a value of .075 was
assumed for s« ©13 and s remained tho sa^-na for all runs* Intro-
ducinjr^ the two correction factors into (3) p^ives
- 1 - rf
eu - SX
Tho- detailed derivation of this oxpresaion may bo found in
KACA Tech Motes #638.
For the run bein;- examined, by u^in^; (2)
^
^ ^^corr (^Ur.h • (y) inlet ^ 10^ x^ x slL
" (X^^
.T^i rgTeyhaust " ^0.1 5^33 V65
^ ^^'eorr ^Mnlet ^
oC :^
Prora ik)
r = «yH^ by definition = itrffll^d
Air delivered 3 3-1^7 Ihs/uin. from engine setup,
.*. Air retained ;; 3.1]7 • ^27 r 1.1^.61 Ibs/nin
e - Air retained - ljj.8l - .60
' ^ r - 1
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There are several corj-iants to be rindo on this inothod of detetinin*
-ns 63.
Monomathylanlno, as an "cducatod" tracar ;t.b.5s diacoclatlng
in the combustion process, bi't not in the. exhaust stroari, ;Tives
a roasonabl7 sat-icfactor^r account of itself. Hov/ever, certain
precautions Tnust bo tal^en, in uso with a spark ignition two
stroke Qnr.ine. n-ie gas combines very roe. dlly with water, hr>nc«
if condensation occurs anywharo in the system thni ^hlch the
gas paesas, the condensation will pick up tx:e nononeth.ylamino,
renovinn; it both from the ajste'rx and from the calculations.
In addition, there 200:18 to be -no accurate ini'or-iation oii the
tonperature at v/hich Cii-^KHg disFOciatos. Schweitzer and DeLuca,
in tlio r^^ferenco NACA publication, iriply that at any teiireraturs
above GOO^?, it can be axpecte:' that tha .;;as v;ill clissociato.
3ince the residual ,';;:ases of the axhau?t aro at about 2000^P,
and conpris© nore than half the oxhaust stroa.n, the tomperatur©
if the Qxhaunt Btraari is rr.oro than likoly in the vicinity of
1500^?. It follows that, umIoss the oxhaust stream sar-.ple can
be taker"! V9vy close to exhaust ports, an^! roinoved frori the hirh
terrporaturo area rapidly, the tracer ras will dissociate outside
tho cylindsr, v/ltVt accoTTipanyinr' lor.n of accuracy in rneasurer'-.ont
of Qq, In the setup, the strsai-i passo^l fron tho ports thru a
root lon;T duct to a v?ator-cocled sur-re tank, tVionc-i to the
laboratory trench. The firnt S'^tup for tracer ras work took




.;;d erhai.^Gt sa:'r.ples on t}\e k^.ov.'nstrGaii slda oT tho exhaust sur,^:©
an'::, as ovitllnod in ^'ACA Tech !;otea :>^G3t!. Thoronp-lmess of
.L\^n ; or inlot air stroa:-' r.nd !nonorietl>7la:;iine was aSGuned,
ij.3od on t;iQ folloy/inr-; Tracer rnc was Injocted into inlat
ir stroari in a iiixin;' tank, tho ::!l::turG passinr; I'ro*^: tho tank,
throv..;-*)! thrae 90° olbowa into a second mixlnr- tank, th«nco to
ilet ports, Hesultn rrero poor, and duplication of results
was irioossible. The i.'AGA reference had strRssod tho necessity
for takinc: several sar.plea at Inter^/als alon.?;' the exhaust line,
n. the face of rosultf?, it -.yas decided to riove the sampling
oot to the duct bat-.*QGn oxhaust port and sur;rG tank, find take
only one exhaust sample, jui^t outsido the ports. This would
elir-.inat«3 possibilities of ourninf* in or.hav.Kt stroaTn, and the
x-3fibl lit;- of loss of tracer -^as to condensation in the cooled
'jrro tank. Accordlnr;ly, this was done usinj'7 the aamo }• inch
.lanoter perforated stoel tube collector, placed across the
duct, Results wv^re equally poor, as in first tests, and it
was reasoned that the collector, by virtue of its diameter
beinr some three tirjes the diajn<>ter of the smallest tubin'^ in
the Ka.nplin,': syaten, was per^nittlnn; the tracer gas ultimately
intended for tho bubbler, to r>lovr down or stop in tho collector,
which Itself was directly in tho residual r^cc blact, Tre slow-
-'own permitted disaorlation of nioncciethyla^iine ivi the hif^h
te.T.porature area. In an effort to short ex-^ tho t irio in which
the monomethylaTiine wao exposed to hirh teniprraturo, hi;Ther
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':hievod by uslnf, a single tube, of insido dlaiioter 3/^^!-"
laceci in the blast of center exiav.st porta, an!", the r.axl.jnii.m
rposd of bubblinip- thru the 1^2^% solution was used, Tlie absolute
values of eg* obtained at this point dropped about 30/" '.r.to the
rec^o^' occupied by the eg values bj other riethodfi. Duplication
r results, however, was at ill unreliable. A 5/l6" inside
diameter tube, used in a si.iiilar n;anner as the 3/^^" sinrrle
tube yielded the sane characteristics. The final collector
was a strai.crht tube, placed across the duct, of 5/16" inside
diaiJioter, fed by 1; srjallcr tubos, mounted in the direct ic7i of
flow, their apertures mounted at the conterline of each of the
ll exhai:ct porta, at a distance of about 1,5 inches fror.i the
/A
ports. Details may be seen in l'''ig. S>. This type of collector
gave values of e^ which compared closely with values obtained
by the other nothods could bo duplicated within .O^f sjid fell
en a reasonabl;/' smooth curve of eg vs Kg, except at the extreme
ends of the curve, "^hare Hg s 1.0 and llg r 1.6 . Kopoated check
runs at these tTro points gave une:?:plained results, of 63 about
.Ol| hi;:h at Kg « 1.0 and of Cg about .05 low at Hg e l.C. The
terms "hi'-'h" and "low" refer to t'le smooth curve drav/n throu.^h








y.-p X riass of rosldvtals in cylinder - lbs.
l-ici JnA33 of fresh Mixture in cylinder - lbs. (Fresh air only.)
ViQ s Total ma a 3 of .?>;as In cylinder - lbs.
m-p z *noloci;lar wel?l\t of resldi:;al ^in - lbs
lb nol
nijji s molecular is'elrht of fresh nixttire - lbs/lb niol.
n^ s -'.olacular weir;ht of cylinder c;as - lbs/lb mol.
X = O2 fraction by voluine in >-'^ - dtmensionless,
7 - O2 fraction by volume in lH-p - dimensionlass.
Z s O2 fraction by volune in M^ - dimensionlsss»
TT s universal c^f'S Cvonstaat s 15^-1; ft. lbs
OT^
r lb nols. ft
OR
- point at which co-npresslon Banple taken
8 - point at which expansion aa.-^iplo taken
e - Qxhaust
d - di3plac<?i'ont
1 - indicates boginninfj of comprosaion
stroke on indicator disKran
Cthar symbols, with appropriate aubacripts as proviously defined.
a X IT
nol . wo 1 <' ht
Subiscripts
r - residuals
ir. - fresh charge






An equation may 03 E'^t up: Iwcls of Oxyrren s I.0I3 of Oxygen
Mr 4- ¥
-^m • '^c
L t^J L-'^^ ^«^CJ 1^ ""'
From thlis — ftlp g x^ . mpl
L^ a-y oiqJ
(1)
He = 1 f Kr • '''in 1










(on© cycle) /Jq at p^^T^






Combine with (2), eg -
^c • ^'^1
P Corabin© with (l|.), Og ; 1 • Po^o^c • F^l
1 J- M„ -grm Pe°^n*^c
Ve r; ^ % rr^ «5)
All auantities in (5) are known, or can b© found directly,
except m^, T^, and m^. The latter is concealed in Mj. as shown
in (1), ^
Pq - Taken from gaur.e in sampling system - psia
Pq - Sxhaust tank manomoter applied to atmospheric pressure - paia
Vq - Taken from knowledcre of point at which compression sample
is taken. See Fifr. XVI IX.
Vq - i;Jn,7ine dimensions, oonprossion ratio
n^ - Taken as molecular v/eir^ht of air
T^ - Taken from inlet tank thermometer
The evaluation of the three unknowns was accorfipllshed as follows,
in the order given.
1) rr.j. - The results of the analysis of the expansion sa.*nple

-1^0 -
vrcrs uFed to onter two chnrts of exhaust ?-as analysoE of 1^ -stroke
spark-i>'nition err-'lnGo. Sneciric reforonce to charts !nay be
found In Append ix Z - Blbllo'-'-raphv.
_ 'Th^y are re-producod in V'iz* ^VI,
i'ho cliarts were plots of elements and compounds as
ordinates in porcentar-o by volmns , R,s»;ain8t fuel-air ratio,
Tho analysis of the e:xpanslon sample i-:;ave points on th®
CO, and CG2 curvos In both charts, and pem^ltted the ectabllshnent
of a vortical line, reprosenting a particular fuol-alr ratio.
^^^ ComnentS t on this nethod, for information on oxygen in
analysis. The linf=5 on each chart allowed a buildup of the
lolecular wei,;;'ht of r»3sldualD, by fractions of each component
in exhaust erases. The deslrod fractions were Indlcetod by the
intersection of the curve of the particular component and tho
octablished vertical line. Thus JOfo nltroo-en contributed
.70 • 28 2 19,60 lb& to i3ip, e>^ CO2 contributed .05 • !|J4. s 3.52 lbs.,
and so on. Th© results of these two processes, one on each cliart
were avorayed, and this was taken as mp. From ro.p, x, 7, », and
rijj,, Mj, could be calculated, followed by l'^^, and iSj,.
\
2) m^ ^c^'c - ^r^r 4" ^n^'''m
"c = -"r ^ + »™ ^ (6)
^^c ^''c
All quantities necessary to determine yHq, are known.

. 1,1 -
3) Tq - The expansion sar:pl3 _ls takon at a point *'$ ' just
prior to openln^ of exha\:3t ports, '•. rj;ooc] apr^o.rlmat ion of Tj,
at this point may be taken from Pic, XVI i by ontorfn'^ ^/ifAi thf3
% theoretical fuel (detenr.inod by '-^ Ivl'Mn" tho average of the
fi;ol-alr ratios taken frora charl;s Figure vIA/'I , by ,0665),
and from tho proper expansion ratio li?\e, reading tho temporature
of residuals in °P absolute. The expansion ratio in tlii 3 case
Is the volume above the piston whan oxhaust ports just open,
divided by the clsaranco volume,
Aasumo Isentropio exDansion from Pg to p^, k s 1»35




Assume 300^^'' loss in temperature during "blov/dovyn" process,
and the temporature of the residual ^ases at the be/rinninir of
coinpression, T^ - T^
. ^Pg -.(iLll) - 30Om
p raay be taken from the gauche in samplinf.!; systen in psla,
s
At this point, mixture of scavenging: air anr^ residuals has taken
place, and froru an assumption that mixin.q: takes place adlabatically
at constant prosnurei
M^h-j_ - ^h^ ^ I'«j.h^, where h is unit enthalpy. For
perfect r^aaes, and assiunin,':t Cp is the ifeame for h\^, l"^, and U^,






,n38une Isontropic compression from bofinrilnr of comprosslon to
Doint "0" at wlricli cor.nrosi.'lor; sa.".rlo waa taken.
6q Tnay now b© evaluated from (5)»
k
oinnenta on Method II
'^hile the setup work on this method is small, fche method
itself is cumboraone, and, in lio;ht of the results of the other
three methods, the least desirable of all methods used. The
nreclcion is dependont al-noat «ntir©ly on technique, and type
aad location of the sanplln^t valvo. Technique can be covered
be a reconmendation that sevopal "dry" runs b© made prior to
takinr: data for record. The operation of the Orsat equlpinent
is sLmple, but consistency of rasi-lts demands practice.
In this work the Cox sa-^Dlinr: valve was located in a position
shown in detail in Fir, XIV, aiid remained in that position for
all data taken. This location was chosen arbitrarily, and was
influenced by the holos already in the enrlne head and side of
the head, and the fact that tlie injector ar.d one plun; had to
remain in tho head, for proper oreration of the en^in©. All the
-'as analyses of expansion saniples fshowed fron 3 to 7/-^ oxyt^en by
volume when it was known that the on>Tine was runnlnr: "rich," and
that th'=> correct oxy!:en p-i;rcenta:rs should have boon about o»GJ>»
The CO, and CO2 contents of samples indic&t>>d a consistent
fuel-Eir ratio, taken frc:>i the pas analycis charts, of from
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.082 to .089, 2rid previoufs wor3< had establisJied tJiat t);:-5 onrino
v.as at, or neftr, beyt-pcwftr condltiona, Th9 discrepancy In the
O2 values obtainec by analysis war atti^lbuted to poor ;'nl?:ing in
the location oi' the eamolinr valve, and O2 results ol' analysis
v/ero i.rrnorsd. ir/hen. tho fuel-air ratio was established on the
analysis charts, usinr^ the CO and CCg fractiona found by analysis,
the O2 fraction used in calculations was that shown on the chart s,
?or all runs, tho values of O2 fraction on tho charts, at the
established P/A, vi':^re ,3,* f<^3^ D'Alleva -Sc Lovell's charts, and
1.0,-^ for Gerrish ani Ueoms^ chart, Theso v/©re averarod to .6,*,
mi for all data runs, the qua-ntity "y," tl-.e O2 fraction by
volume, wan taken as ,6^, Dlare^r^ardln'? tho O2 fraction by Oraat
analyfios was an arbitrary novo, dictated by vario^is clrcuri.stances,
of a practical nature. First, the "poor -lixinr:" theor;/ ;vas
aided by tho fact that an additional spark pluu nountod in the
side of the head, in a position opposite the aa.'nplln.'r valve,
but a^Tranotrical to It, with respect to Inlr^t and exhaust norts,
was incapable of r^Jimin.^;' the oneine alone, indicatinf; that that
area wan one of incomplete mixing;*, Second, tine was Jud^-ed to
be sufficiently closely scheduled as to preclude relocation of
valve and the attendant machine work. Third, since the only
suitable location v,'ould have been ii^ the head, rather than tho
side of the head, and the head was taken up by a necessary nlug
and injector, the 3a,T.pltnr; valve reraalnod in its initial location.
Fourth, and inost practical, ths results were rood. The presence
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or the relatively lorre ar.:ount3 oJ' rrQ*i O2 affectGr! t>.e CO, and
CO2 fractions, cauninr; a horizontal "sproad" on each ;?:as analynis
chart, }iov;ever, nplittinc^ tl\Q "apread" with a vortical line,
r-av3 fuel-air ratios, the valu'is of which chocked almoat
identically betweon chartc, and contrlbtited to satic:factory
results in evaluatin.q e^.
A preferable :?ittiatlon would have been sufficient time and
space to devote to trials of positions for the sainplin/?; valve,
to obviate the procedure used in this work, and for future work
that way be done, it is recommended that such arranj^eaents be
made*
The CC, and CO2 fractions found by analysis were, generally
speakinf?, furthar apart along the abscissa axis, on the charts,
v/hen the O2 content of the eras analysis was hi.c^h, and closer
together when the O2 fraction was low, Indicatl.'i,'^ that better
mixing should lead to better definition of fuel-air ratio on
ths charts.
Sample calculations
Using the sane engine set-up as for "ethod I:
p^ 2 29.7"hg = 1I4.7 psia Patm s II4-.5 psla.
The exiiaust saiple wac taken at 111^ crank angle - roint "s."
Fip; XX shows position of ooints "o" and "s" on a typical indicator
card. The vduss of "o" and "s" in crank ancrlo de.;?;rees was the
sarie for all runs, Gau're pressure, I4.6 psi
. Pg = 1^6 + ll|.3' = 60,5
psia. hesults of Orsat analysis: CO2 = 7,(>7^*, CO, 6.0,-^; O2, k'k%»
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L'sin^^ GO2 and CO fractions to onter cV:arts (see Flir. XVI-0),
?/k m .0^75 on both charts. A vertical line is drawn on oach
chart at F/a z. •O^.'JS* Thft buildup of molecular vrel-^ht of residuals
froT-i charts:









-Sc M D 5: L
^2 2B 76.0 69.0 21.85 19.3
COg l-i4 n.k 8.0 3.69 3.52
CO 2n 7.6 7.2 2.12 2.01
H2 2 3.9 3.0 .08 .06
02 32 1.0 .3 .32 .10








Kj, = 23. Ig
^
27.39 z 27.77 Ibs/i^ ^^^1
O2 fraction 5 .6^ by volume - y
rho coiaprassion sample was taken at point "o" ot 3^7*^ crank angle.
jaur;e pressure 5h P^^ 1 Po = 66.5 psia,
V^ fro-i Kl/> XVIII s 12,3 in 3 v^, ^ 1)3.^9 in 3
Analysis rgai:lts CO2 r .6, and O2 z 19.0/^' r »
%^ = 2B.93 (mol. vt, of air) and Og in air = 21,^ s x

»-ho -
r.i, : X-B . Llj. . 21-19.0 . 27.77 J 'lOk
tC »-y "^ 19.0-.6 20.93
^m - 1 «M 1
^ F-
l.lOi^
Mr . 1 - Wm
= .09?
002
mc = r.ijn ^ f n^ |e . (2B.93)( .905) -^ (27.77) ( .095) = 28.79 l^Vi>.
mol.
'0 *"c
^ Tlieoretical i'\i©l c .0073' - 1.3.1
.0665
T from Pi.i. XVil, at expansion ratio of 5.20 is 317Q^R
hi
^.^ri ^ r liu7 7C«26)r 3170 ^g^
I
- 300° s 2200 - 300 s 1900^R
T^ = ill Ti ^. i;^: T«
= (C905)(57O) - (.095) (1900) z 697^H
Solve for eg
63 « Po . ^o . ::^ . Ti . 1
Pe ^ ^-j ^ rrr^
r ^Q»5 12.3 28.79 570 1 / 1 ^




Method III - Gas vrialyala of -'>x pan.'? Ion 1^ample Alone
Tho sy/nbols arid si/oscflptG used in this :r;gth;?d ara the sasi© as
tr.oce used in Method II.
The .-roceduro in this method is identical with that of !<lethod II
up to, and including the establishznent of a vertical line on the
Gerrish & Meenis, and D'Allava L Lovell charts of exha"ust gas
analysis. When the fuel-air ratio has been found from thia line,
tho riathod procedure branches off from Iniathod II, as follows;
F/A r lbs fuel , based on air retained in tho cylinder
lbs air
(injection). 'Tlr.is expression is true for a single cycle, or a
rate of flow.
F/A s lbs fuel/time
• • lbs air/time
and lbs alr/jjiij^ . lbs fuel/^in
, Fuel rate
^7a fTX





Using the same enrlne setup as for Method Ij
pa^^c = 2.i|S lbs/>r.in vyA fro^n analysis s .0875^




'i'i;i3 Tr;9tl\o:i "ava s:nooth, oroclse results, and, ejccept for
the riGcesrslty of an ezponaive sampllnrr valvo, Is consld«r«d to
03 the best of all methods usod. It Is subject to tho sane
limitations portainin,o: to sa'^pllnr valve location, as Method II,
TYb concluding step in this work vras a ci:rsory check on. the
acceptability of a sa^nlin:^ check valve oi' si'^ple con3tn:ctlon
and operation, an a suitable reolaceinont for tho exponslve
sa'plinf valvn used, ?or results of tViOoo te.its, see cozrir.ents








ibp - inUcatr-d hcrssnovvBr £^ - fuel hsntiui' value,
j_ - in-licated thomul efi'lciency btu/lb fvel.
FR - fuel rate - lbs njel/Dec. (l8,9CO u.sed for
AC - aroa of IrnMcator carl - in^ this wor'.:)
Subscripts
2 - two stroke
^1 '- i' strcko
This r.iethou Is based on two riain assuir.pt ions:
1) That in the region of beat pov/:ir operation, the
quantity (I'/^E^ ^) of tlie expression isac - ^.^^^r^ . Ig
^^/a-c i^
constant. By measurln:; (iaac)^ Uroctly, and evalnatin'- (^^//Jq i)h$
correctin.:^ it for particular S-strolce oporation to (^'/;J^c\)23
isac a KJ Gg may be thus ovaluaterl,
2) That the corrib"!." st ion cxiaract -.ristic;" of a 2 stx^'oke and
h stroke cylinder ara the sa-r.e, providing, th.at the foLlo'/zinr^
conditions are fillcc;
(a) Pror.ixo:: char^-e is used In both casen,
(b) The [{.-stroko and 2-3trok6 engines used are of the narie,
or nearly the sa-io bore ard otroke.
(c) T'-c 2 enrines :nu«t be run at trio r-.a.'iie piston speed,




In this work, assn^rtTon 2(a) has been extended to Incl-ude
Injoctlon, and any ccriblnatlon thereof. Tho discropancy that
occurs in this particul-ir case, where the h stroke used a
nrainixed char^^e, and the 2 atroka an injection fuel system, was
accounted for, by usinf; the i^/k)^ results taken from the gas
.nalysis charts, in the correction factor, instead of aRSum.lng
that at best power the (F/a)^ v/as the same as the (F/a)i •
Ti:e development of the correction factor
(imep '>Ql ' X)2 - (Ma » P/a ' gc * tK ih
^a • ^/a = ^^» imep ;; AC in both cases.
(AC)2-2 = (PR •rii)2
(^/A^cni)2 : ^^/a>2 (FH)[, . (AC)g . 2 = K2
(^/A^cHi^lf ^^^'/a)1; * (^^>02 . (AC)|^ KJ^
(P/j^)^ is the value found by use of aa.'nplin,'^ valve and analysis
charts, as explained in Kethod II. This correction would not be





. (F//>£chl)^ - ^^^^ chart ^2 ^""^hi ^^C)^ 2
K^ = correction factor x Kr
(1 sac) r S^liS s lbs air b lbs air 1
2 or k TfTa^JmlT ihp hr hr * ihp
2 or .'}.
• Air retained ; lb3 air , 1 , ihp , hr - Isac « ihp
• • hr ihp nln 50
I'-ho If and 2-strok:e onginos used in this work wore of th« same bore
9.nS ctrckc,
oOTiplc Calculations
2 stroke net at boat power, K - ll^GO, Rg - 1«35
r^ z .00219 lbs fuel/sec.
*^i = HO*^^. '^'water = 19:^°^»
compreesion ratio - 6.72. p gKVj^^r. - 2.3'1 Iba/^^in
PIndicator card is taken - Area of card • 3«30 in and Ihp;:imep
- 13.87 hp.
k stroke is run; H - ll|00, T^ - llO^F, T^ater = 19p^^#
comprossion ratio - 6,72. FR - ,00096 Ibs/gg^, F/p^ - .070
Indicator card is taken 7 Area of card - 3»'^7 in and Ihpt'imep
r 7.67 hp. - Air rate = .0123 l^s/sec.

- S2 -
int'icator car-is for 1; and ?. atro!;e anf-ir.sfs in Fife's. '^.>- and aXI
(Isac)r diroctlY = .0123 y 36QQ z ;;.76 lbs alr/j^v*;
«
IT^ - corr, factor • Ki.
Corr. factor - (F/a)2 (^'R)ij. (AC)2
. 2
.07C * (iT.)2 * (AC)|,
= .Q6ii.7 , ,00096 . 1^ . 2 . no2
.07B ,00219 3-G7 ' ===^
/. K2 - .S92 . lilil r 2^
• •
isac2 r 23^';!^ = 6.]l3









The asaumptiono male in this raethod appear to bo correct
in a relative sense. In that this nothod checks with the otlier
three, within a few perceiit, as shown In Table I. The nothod
as worlt'ed, required an additional equipment » in the form of a
sa:nplin:' valvo. This was necessary only in thia case where the
fuel was in.iect2d in one an^ine, and preriixod with air in the

- !^'3 -
other. Thus, In the 'jenorel case, '^.o sa ;plin"- valva woulrl be
,3©ded. liosults frorn this r.ethod fell on, or near a s-Tiooth
curve Ox Qq vs Rg, and on th© basis of fosrlts alone, c'lothod IV
_3 as cz'Odf or better than any of tiio other three. Hovrever,
the equipment neoded is usually found only in a laboratory,
and the purchase of necessary equip-nient , solely for "jSurpoges
of neasurinr e^, would make this r^.ethod far and away the nost





Tho Invest legation of this deslTn was conducted with the
object of ascertain.lnfr whether or not this typo of valve could
be uced In conjunction with Method III as an alternative to
the bulky, expansive tiinsd electrically controlled sa:iipllng
valve. Testa vrere short, and Inconclusive, but of value.
See Figs, XIV and XIX for location and details of valve.
The valve was .Tiounted rirrldly In place, directly in an
exhaust port. The distance between the valve oponlnir; and the
inside cylinder wall was about 1/8", Tho valve was calibrated
statically to open at 30 lbs p-a^re. It wan honed that tho
dyna'nic force of the exhaust Phases during "blowdown" would be
sufficient to open the valve momentarily, tind that the snriniP;,
and back pressure in the sampling: systen would operate to keep
the valve closed at all other tiriies. The momentdry opening of
tho valve would pemit the desired sainpla to enter the valve,
and the cloQed period would exclude undesirable scavenging air.
The sairsple was led to an Oraat analyzer, where a gas analysis
was perfor'Tied, and an evaluation of eg carried out, exactly aa
in li'Qthod III.
Five i-uns were nade with the valve in olace, and all were
coriplotely successful. Pour of the runs were made at various
Rg, at* 1000 R?K, and defined a smooth curve which was almost

- 5; -
identical with the co-iplete Tilyrinr curve, In slopo, and curvati^ro,
over tho rao.-re R 3 1.0 to R. z 1.^. See Fl'-, XIII, At the
end of the fifth run, the valve ceased to operate di)e to
W clog.'-^in^, and the tost v/as tcrriinated. Five hours ninninr
time was rscorded*
T};e re suit r, of the r;aE lenalysis by Or sat, of the sanplas,
" wore jiidf^ed to be better than any ta!:en b^*" urjinf th« timed
saT.plinr: valve, since the excess O2 found In all the timed
valve samples (discuseed under Method II) was lackinrr, and
" CO2 and CO content, froa analysis, plotted closer to a vertical
line on the f/,a3 analycls charts, than did tho tirisd valvo sar.3plo
anclyaes,
I
A poculier type of control of the valve psrfci^iance apucarod
in tho testa, Tho valve wao water-Jacketed, and cooled by con-
stant flow, except -ivhen sar-iples wore taken. This proved necessary
- duo to the fact that when the valve was cooled, the spring
I dovelopod onouf^h force to keep the valvo closed constantly*
Vilien tho water-coolinjT; ^as eliminated, the eprinf: apparently
rot hot enou,^h to cause the spring; force to di:nlni£h to a point
v;here the valve operated satisfactorily, with the cooling
system on, no presnurc built up in the line between valve and
Crsat, ?.'TriGn the ccolin?; systOTi was shv. t dov/n, within a few
seconds, the pressure in tha line built up to appro?: imately
10 to 15 lbs "a,;:^©, Eonowhat in proportion to apeod and Rg. If
coolinr'; v/ater was turned on, the prsssuro dropped to ^a;:;e, in

. 56 -
ROCordQ.'ico with the ariount of coclin." vtSLtar flov/lnr*.
The r"/^ found usinjr the valva v/ere conais houtly lower than
cor.iparable P//^ obtained uslnr; th© timed sampler of Method III*
Typical comparisons were: 1) .oSlIj. to .OS^O, 2) ,032 to .OBf-S,
3) ,0603 to .08)4.7.
The enrrin^ was set at best power, or very nearly at best
ower, as described earlier. The aai^plinr check valve rave as
a result, one F/a> under ,08, the only result of that nature in
28 runs usiar;; gas analysis. It had been expected that beat
power settings would give an ?/;y of abor^t .O78 to ,08l. The
tliaed valve results wore ,002 or :7;roater. This was attributed
to poor p.iixln:;, but the ma.';;:nltude of the effect v/qs unknown.
.';:e sa-r.plin.<? check valve helps to evali;ate that effect for the
re^-ion in wh.lch the tLTed valve was located.
SaTiple calculations are oir.itted since the^r are identical
with those of Method III,
In order to illustrate "spread" on the Tas Analysis Charts
as obtained by use of the samplinn; check valve, ooripared a.rrainst
"spread'^ obtained uSinr; the tiried saiiipler, typical runs are
illustrated on Fi?'. XVI. Gaa;plln^. Check Valve ^ /\ , Timed




In Order of Anpearance In Paper
0, - scavsnrlnp officiencv - Air r-atained In cylinder In Iba/njn
pg - acavenr-.lnrr density - density of air at Pg and Tj^
p - prossuro
T - terriperaturo - <^H
h - revolutions/nln
V - volume
r « compression ratio
V.^ - rate of mass flow of air
Jl! - mass of su'.:) stance - used with subscript
Rg - Ecavonf'-in^ ratio - Air delivered to engine in IbsAiin
r r-l
Sg - heatln.'r value of fuel - bttt/lb
i\l - indicatod thonaal afficionc'r
ihp - indicated horse po^vor
F/a - fuel-air ratio
CO2 - carbon dioxide
CO - carbon monoxide
1-On - Potassium hydroxide
GHoiiHp - Mononethyla:niine
HpSO. - ouloburic acid
W - wei,7,ht of CH^NHg In lbs.

uaOH - Sonium hyclroxlde
(-N) - nor-iality fraction of solution
rr.zj OA, - nolocular wol,T;bt of K^SOi - 9O
^ 2 k *^ -I
"CH KH " J^olecular welcht of CH-n^'^s
Xqq - Volume of (-N) K2SO1 u'aod In sanple - in c.c.
A
^^'corr - X_^ corrected to ond point by titration
" point - Point at which neutralization occurs
Y^^ " Vol. of i^aOH used in determininf;; end r>oint
Vp. - 'Jas volume nassad thrii .-^acmctor durinfi; a soinple
extraction - ft-^
Tg - Tomporatur© of sariple passing- thru meter - ^R
PfT, - Prea.suro of sanple passinr; tliru rieter
aC - ratio of exhaust concentration to inlet concontratlon
P - retention ratio c ^^^ct - ®s
evj - burninr^ efficiency - used in Method I
s - shrink&f:':e factor - used in t.'ethod I
Wj. - mass of residuals in cylinder - lbs,
li^, - mass of frosh mixture in cylinder - lbs (fresh air only)
Mg - total in&ss of gases in cylinder - lbs.
mp «- niolecular woi/rht of residual r^as - lbs/lb mol
ru - rr;olecular Aeis'ht of fresh :-ii:>rture - lbs/lb nol
n. - rioleci:lsr wel.crht of cylinder gases - lbs/lb nol
c




7 - O2 fraction by voliirna in K-p
» - C2 fraction by volume in U^
|{ - universal cas constant m l^kh ft Ibg
oH
H • II - ft»lb r.^ola
molGcular wel,;ht " or
i-'R - fuel rats - lbs/sec
AC - area of indicator card - in^
K
- constant term F/^^^
^e * H 1 * ^^^®<^ with Method IV
-ubscrlpts used
c - Inc'lcatofi point of ertractior of eixpanaion sa^.ple,
except as used with Og, Rc^, ^^ Tho latter are (lefined











m. - fresh mixture




- point at which compression sarr'ple v/as taken
1 - bec*innln7 of compression stroke on indicator diagram
2-2 atrclie




includod in this section ar»e sr.octh data shoots, sliowlnfr
results of data and calcvilationf? for all points cliown on curves
of Pif:;s. II thru IX an(] Fig. Xill,
Tra\CCR Gas ( nonon£rHnAm/r)/£)
1 ^ . «<i r- T- ) 1 — f*" %• 1 1 ^ I A /yi oi ^ —
1
— /i»i.fc ' yni ! -.1.
1
t.>\UA\}:> \ Or^PlrLt: - f-
Rl/N SPEFO
'^s
; <2s Xcc X«M) Ycc
^^
.
^3 CH5NH2 Xct Xc.CCo") Ycc ^3 ^5 oi S <^y r AIRDeUY£/{£P
R-Pr?. cc. cc. cc. rr' T c.c. cc. cc. ft' -r r^/y
/ /ooo /.75>5 0.61-8 /*f.o /o./ 4 0.514 77 o-otsz /^ /<?. 7 3.4 , 0. 5-// 77 0.675 0.07S 0.96 0.360 5/9
2 /060 /ZPi" o 60Z /4./ /ot 40 05SO 77 0/60 /4.0 // / 30 0.3-/5 77 0-695 0075 096 0345 3/9
5 /OOO /.SSo o.sei- /4./ /o.^ 5 6 o-ZJS 80 0OI9S ,4.0 /o s 7.5 0.463 80 0599 0.075 0.9a 0.439 Z.56
^ /OOO I.ZSO 0.5S8 /4.0 10. I S. 9 o.S/Z 6Z 0.0/7/ /4.0 /o. 8 3.3 o.sSd dt 0.595 0.075 096 o.¥4S z.zz5" lOOO J.S'OO O.S65 14.
Z
/O.I 4.t 0.3/0 75- 00/68 /4.0 //.o 3/ 0.5Z3 76 0.64S 0.O75' 0.95 0.390 Z 67
6 /OOO 1.5-00 0.6>/7 Mo /o.Z 3.9 o.Lio 76 O.oZSZ /4.0 I2..4-5 1.6 0.4 II 76 0.6Z4 0.07S 0.96 0.4// Z 67
7 JOOO /. e'fs 0.603 /4.0 /a^ 3 9 6.5ZI 76 o.oiesi /4.0 //.5 Z.8 0.533 76 066 8 0.075 0.96 0565 Z.99^
6 /OOO 996 0.S76 /4.0 /0.3 3.8 o.l^o re O.0ZZ1 /4.0 /o.S 3.3 0.540 78 o466 075 096 0.578 1-77
9 /OOO 0.996 O.5B0 /4.0 fo.Z -3.9 0.3Z5 78 0.0145 /4o /o- 5 3.3 0.745 7S 0.4^1 0.075 96 0.56/ /.77
10 1000 0.996 0.5S0 /4.0 /0.5 36 0.345 78 0.0/56 /4.0 /0.5- 5.6 O.y/6 78 0.4PO 0.075 0.P6 0.551 1.77
// /OOO IZ9S- 0.^85 J4.0 10.5 3.8 O.USS 73 O.OIB5 /4.I 11. 3.Z 0.511 75 0.5B5 O0 75- 0-96 0.4S4 Z.Z75
12, /OOO i.l.9S 0.^9f /4.I /0.3 3.9 0.Z93 7i- 0.0/8I /4.0 ll.o 3.1 0.541 74 05760 0.075 0.96 0.4^1 Z.Z75
13 /OOO /•79S 0.573 /4.0 101 4.0 0.3SI 74 o-a/48 /4.I /I.I 3.1 0.544 74 0.7/0 O075 0.9
6
O.3Z0 3.1 60
i4 /OOO 1. 7$5 0.S60 /3.9 /O.I 3.9 0.3SS 7S 0.0147 /4.I ll.o 3.Z o.sr4o 74 0.7IC 0.075 0.96 0. 3/3 3.160
IF /foo /.790 0.5-8O /4.0 /o.Z 3.9 0.414 73 o.oiz.7 /4.0 ' /3.6 O.Z. 0.79L 75 0.707 0.075 0.96 0.ZZ3 446
/6 /4k)o t.y9o O.S9Z /4.I /o.t 4.0 0.407 7S o.oiz,9 /4.Z 10.9 3.4 0.6Z1 7S 699 0.075 096 0.311 4.46
17 /^o I.009 O.Sol /4.0 /o.^ 3.7 0.4M 7S 0.0// 7 /4.0 /0.8 3.3 0.8B6 7Sr 0.54a 0.075 0.96 0.50/ ^.50
18 /'loo /.oo9 o.s^/:r /'^•O /O.'f 3.7 0.4^C 7S 0.0//
7
/4.0 /0.7 3.4 0.895 75 0.530 0.075 0.96 0. 5-/7 zsa
19 JfOO /./eo 0.54-1 /4.I /I./ 3.1 0.37S 7S o.o/sZ /4.0 //.5 Z.6 0.6Z5 76 a 6ZI 0.075 0.96 0.4/5 Z.9/
20 Moo /./eo O.S-4Z y4./ //./ B./ a. 375- 7S 0.0/sz /4.0 //./ 3.0 0. 700 76 ,0.536 0.07s 0-96 0.505 Z.9/
11 /*fOO /.395- 0.7/
s
t4.l /0.3 3.9 0.575 73 001*4/ zoo /0.7s 9.S^ 0.743 73 0.5Z7 0-075 96 0.5/£ J.WS
ZL I^OO I'^/O O.T2LI /4o /o./ 4.0 0.3/ a 73 0.01z4 /4.0 /O.(o0 3.5- 0.633 73 0.SZ9 0.075 0.96 0. r/4 3.5-4
15 /4oo 1-4/0 OU /4./ /0.3 3.9 0.JL93 rs 0.0181 /4.Z /I- 00 3.3 6.550 73 0.5^0 0.0-75 0.96 6.470 3.54
;&4 14-00 f.4/0 0.S8S 10.6 /o.o ao 0.5/0 73 0.0/66 /4.Z ll.o 3.3 0.55-0 73 0.6LO 0.075 096 0. </.i6 3.S</
Z5 1^00 l-7ie 0.^/0 /4J /<?./ . 4/ 0.336 7S 0.01ss /4.0 10.5- 3.6 0.^/5 15 0680 0.075 0.96 0. 3^3 4.33
2.6 /^oo 1.7Z5 067/ /4.0 /0.Z 3.9 0.3^3 7:5- o.ot'/S /4o /o.y 3.4 0.S9O 7S O.G^S C-07S 0.96 0.3S9 4.33
n /*foo i-7Lsr 0.^80 /4.1 /O.Z 4.0 o.foz 77 0.0/3/ /4.0 /o.S 3.3 0.66s: 77 6.6<fO 0.07s c96 Oi95 4.33
ze /4oo /.*Aoo O.ifOO /4/ /o./ 4./ 0.37a 73 0.0/ </0 /</.o /a.s 3.3 0.650 74 0.609 0.075 o96 0.<^Z8 l.</7
Act {CofK) '' Vcc - Y<it\d
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7.i .6 6.6 Ao /y.6 ^2.
7.4 .6 4.^ .? /f.2 6
14 .4 6.4 .4 /ff .4U .(0 3.7.5 /^.7 -4
i.Z .4 4.2.4 /'7.4 .4
i.S .L 4-.f.? /f./ .r
IJi .4 4.2 ,? /?•< ,f
l.i .4 4.f /.4 /r.o —
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Qriirlnal data shaets for this wcr-r aro Included in the
M.I.T. copy of the th-ssis, anri aro on file in oloan Laboratory.
See Appendix d for smooth .lata shoots, includincr all points
t!-at woro cor.sidered to be free from any of the causes contributing






A. The Internal Cor.biistion Knglne - Taylor and Taylor
3. ueport on 2-Stroke iin.p;inos - G. ?. Taylor
C. MCA Technical Notes #838 - The Tracer Gas.tiethod of
Detemlnin?^ the Charging Efficiency of Two-Stroke-Cycle
Diaael Enginea - Gchweltzer and DeLuca
Firgtres or Curves
1) Analysis of H,7:haust Ceases from a Spark I^mltion Enpilne -
D'Alleva and Lovell - "Relation of Exhaust '^^as Corripositlon
to Air-Fuel liatlo" - SA5 Journal, Vol. 30, No. 3, T^^arch, I936
2) Relation of Constituents in Normal Hxhaust Oaa to Pu.el Air
Ratio - CJerrlsh and Me eras - Figure 3 of NACA Wartime Report
October, 19i|-3. See NACA Report #757
3) Conciitions at End of Expansion, Constant Volume Puel-Air
Cycle - Goodenough and Baker - "A Thermod-i^manic Analysis
of internal Corr/oustion Snr^lne Cycles" - Univ. of Illinois
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